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“The happiest people are not those getting more, but those giving more“
- H Jackson Brown Jr (American Author)
NEWS ROUND-UP
AFRIL’S FOUNDER AND FOOD BANK COORDINATOR WRITES AN OPEN LETTER
Dear Readers,
Here we are at the end of an
unusually hot summer which has
provided many hours of sunshine
yielding a very good crop at our
allotment of marrows, potatoes,tomatoes,lettices and spinach! It is
fitting to dedicate this issue of our
newsletter to our splendid and
colourful allotment!
The great surroundings at One
tree Hill Allotment Society have
provided the perfect backdrop for
our first ever Summer art workshops. The tranquillity and the
beauty continues to be of great
solace to our members who do
not have access to outdoor living
spaces and quite often live in
crammed conditions, sharing a
room with their children.
“One loses contact to the earth and to nature when we are caught up with the pains of surviving struggling
daily to make ends meet”.”It is so nice to touch and smell a tomato growing from a plant” in the words of our
members .
We are fortunate to have so many friendly and helpfull fellow plotholders at One Tree Hill Allotments and with
their support, plant donations, encouragement and many hours of horticultural advice we have thoroughly
enjoyed our first summer at the hillside surrounded by trees,an orchard and visited occasionally by a fox who
appears from the undergrowth at dusk.

Looking after plot 101 it is a team effort and we
continue to catch the imagination of corporates
who relish the idea of spending time outdoors for
their challenge social responsibilities volunteering
days. Two teams of Zurich Insurance employees
spent a day in July digging and clearing the land
and also donated tools.
“The team had a fantastic day - hard work, but
extremely rewarding. The allotment is in a lovely
position - an oasis in the middle of the hustle and
bustle of a busy city. We hope that the service users
will get as much enjoyment out of the allotment as
we did clearing it”.
In the Autumn we will work with two more teams
from Natwest Markets and Columbia Threadneedle
Investments in the never ending task of clearing
the land, creating/laying paths and preparing the
ground for next year.
Do pop in to lend a hand if you can on either
Wednesdays or Fridays! See you there!!
Iolanda Chirico - Food Bank Coordinator and founder of AFRIL
NEWS FROM OUR ALLOTMENT
This summer has seen drastic
changes at our allotment (situated
close to Honour Oak Park Overground Station) from being an
overgrown plot of land to an outdoor space for our communities.
The area started off this year as
a clearing in an overgrown part
of the allotments and thanks to
numerous volunteers it has been
transformed in to a very nice plot
with plenty growing.
The allotment has not only produced vegetables for the Food
bank but has served as an outdoor space that refugees and their
families can enjoy in what has
been an amazing summer.
Freya Laing (an AFRIL volunteer)
has led the way in transforming
the allotment where children have
learnt about nature, helped to
develop the allotment and have
participated in amazing art workshops throughout August.
For further information, please
search the ‘Allotment Blog’.

FOCUS ON FOOD WASTE
Latest reports on food waste are a harsh wake-up
call			
By Ian Quinn thegrocer.co.uk
A study from the University of Edinburgh suggests
as much as 4.5 million tonnes of food is being
wasted in the UK because of cosmetic standards,
much of it simply being ploughed back in to the
ground. As far as the food industry is concerned,
it’s even more alarming that the blame is being
pinned on the buying power created by the supermarket oligopoly status quo.
What makes such headlines particularly painful is
they fly so much in the face of all the recent positive coverage about how supermarkets have stepped up
to this issue. Hardly a week has gone by in the past few months when one supermarket or another has not
launched a new “wonky” fruit & veg range, with the issue of how to stop “ugly” fruit creating an even uglier
stain on the industry’s reputation.
Retailers have spoken about how they have stepped in to buy whole crops to stop food being wasted and
urged consumers to get behind new, environmentally friendly lines. Yet if this latest report is true, such progress is simply masking a dark underbelly of reality.
Sadly it is not even the first report in recent months to speak of farmers being forced to plough entire crops
back into their fields, because it’s cheaper than having them sent back by retailers unhappy at the lack of
“perfection”.
Either that, or see their produce end up sent to anaerobic digestion or landfill. In November a report by Wrap
suggested that, “conservatively”, 2.5 million tonnes in the UK was being wasted before it even left the farm
gate, at an estimated cost of at least £0.8bn.
The Edinburgh report claims the likely figure, in the UK alone, is 4.5 million tonnes of food being wasted
because of cosmetic requirements, so both reports are in the same ballpark and the scale being discussed is
horrendous. There is a real danger that if they are not careful, supermarket wonky ranges will become tagged
as just greenwash gimmicks, which could undo the progress that has been made in this area. Consumers
have shown that concerns over cosmetic perfection are a myth, especially when such ranges are marketed
transparently.
There are, though, other big questions posed by today’s report. Wonky fruit & veg ranges will clearly not solve
this staggering amount of waste on their own and it’s not just retailers that need to step up their game.
Financial incentives from government for anaerobic digestion and turning waste into animal feed arguably act
as a disincentive to redistribution to humans. So long as these incentives remain, we will struggle to find a
real solution to this waste crisis.

VOICES BEHIND THE STATISTICS
Your help in the form of donations and volunteering, goes a long way to
assist displaced people who are vulnerable, destitute and isolated.
Below are a couple of testaments from people who have benefited from
the food bank:
Adiza is from Nigeria and came to the UK in 2014. She has two young
children and receives a government allowance of £37.75 a week.
“The food banks I heard about before only offer three food vouchers in
six months. AFRIL’s food bank is very good because it is every week - it
gives me peace of mind. On a Friday I can rest because I know that I’ll
get food tomorrow. Now I feel relaxed.”
“There’s also clothing for me and for the kids which is very helpful.”
“I use the vegetables to make puree for my baby.”
“I can talk about my problems here and get help.”
Your help in the form of donations
and volunteering, goes a long way
to assist displaced people who
are vulnerable, destitute and isolated. Without volunteers, none of
AFRIL’s work would be possible...
There are some pictures of Zurich
Insurance (London) employees
collecting food stuffs for the Food
Bank.
‘A little donation goes a long way,
I hope these items bring relief for
families and people who are in
difficulty’ Lisa Walsh, Programme
Manager (Interim).
And some pictures of a collection
for the Food bank Kindly organised by students at Goldsmith’s
University.

The English language is essential
for intergration. AFRIL requires
people to teach English at the
Foodbank on Saturdays 12.301.30pm. If you believe you are
capable and have a few hours to
volunteer, please contact iolanda@afril.org.uk

AFRIL requires a driver (for a couple of hours) to help collect food
donations on Fridays and drop
them off at the Food Bank. Should
you be able to fulfil this position
please contact Iolanda Chirico at
iolanda@afril.org.uk

WE NEED FOOD DONATIONS

BELOW IS A SHOPPING LIST OF OUR SUGGESTED FOODSTUFFS

TINNED FOOD - tinned fish/meat, tinned fruit, tinned pulses e.g. lentils, beans, chickpeas
DRY FOOD - small bags of rice/pasta/couscous, instant noodles, biscuits or snack/cereals bars.
MISCELLANEOUS - milk (UHT/powdered), fruit juice (cartons), tea bags, instant coffee, sugar, salt, jams, oil
TOILETRIES AND CLEANING MATERIALS - sanitary towels, washing up liquid, toilet paper packs, toothpaste, shampoo, nappies, baby milk and baby food
DONATIONS FOR THE SEWING CLUB		

WE REQUIRE BUTTONS, RIBBON & SEWING SCISSORS

DROP-OFF TIMES FOR DONATIONS ARE EVERY SATURDAY
10-12 AM, ST PETER’S CHURCH,ELTHAM RD, SE12 8HQ
THE FUTURE OF HELPING HANDS FOOD BANK
We will be keeping you updated with future developments and events via email and social media. If you are
looking to volunteer please do not hesitate to get in touch through our website, by contacting our Helping
Hands manager.

Telephone: 020 8297 4111
Email Enquiries: iolanda@afril.org.uk

